FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Contact: Wes Lane
Phone: 864‐487‐3535 ext. 225
Email: wes.lane@hessamerica.com

HessAmerica, Nordeon, and Griven to Exhibit at 2019
LIGHTFAIR® International – Booth 2825
Gaffney, South Carolina – May 15, 2019

HessAmerica, Griven USA, and Nordeon USA, members of the Nordeon Group,
will be exhibiting at 2019 LIGHTFAIR® International at the Pennsylvania
Convention Center in Philadelphia on May 21‐23, 2019. The three companies
will be together at booth # 2825.
HessAmerica, recognized for premium innovative outdoor lighting products
with European styling and design, will unveil MOSAIC, a new series of
architectural columns featuring a selection of five different panel designs
inspired by nature. The columns will be on display at the booth alongside
complementary bollards. Several variations of the new multi‐functional Reno
Elements column, capable of incorporating non‐lighting functions such as
digital signage, sound, and CCTV, will be on display. Additionally, the multi‐
functional Arini and City Elements, including City Elements 200, an eight‐inch
diameter column will be at the booth. The LINEA 950 wall luminaire will make
its debut as the latest addition to the current offering of pole‐ and wall‐
luminaires and bollards.

Griven USA, an innovator in dynamic color‐changing and
dynamic white architectural lighting instruments, will
showcase Jasper, a value‐driven, high‐power luminaire
for accenting or floodlighting of large‐scale areas and
architectural elements. Other highlights include Ruby
MC and Ruby R recessed inground luminaires with an
innovative anti‐slip coating design (which does affect
photometric performance or color mixing of the LED
source), as well as a cross section of surface mounted
projectors in various sizes for flood lighting applications.
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Nordeon USA, manufacturer of high‐quality indoor luminaires for retail and architectural
applications, will introduce HANCE (by Lamp Lighting), an extensive range of track mounted
luminaires for architectural applications in three sizes. The innovative streamlined profile
incorporates an integral driver, eliminating the need for remote boxes. Other products on
display include Mun Dark (by Lamp Lighting), a playful range of indirect wall mounted
luminaires in three diameters for the creative application of light as art; Stormbell (by Lamp
Lighting), a configurable LED pendant luminaire; and CALVIA (by Schmitz‐WILA), thin profile
wall and pendant mounting luminaires utilizing edge‐lighting technology.

Media personnel are encouraged to visit the Media Center at LIGHTFAIR® International on
the second floor of the Pennsylvania Convention Center near Registration to obtain
informational USB press kits for the individual Nordeon Group companies.
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